for Paul

Dear Reader,
I am so pleased to be able to offer my first full-length collection
of poems as a free PDF. Thank you for being here to read it!
WHAT CAME BEFORE was first published in 2007 by
Negative Capability Press and was awarded Alabama State
Poetry Society’s 2007 Book of the Year and a 2008 Independent
Publisher’s Bronze Book Award for Poetry.
It’s a book that’s special to me for a number of reasons: 1. it’s my
first book 2. it made it to publication after a treacherous journey
3. it provides a portrait of me as a writer and as a human.
And even though that portrait has a multitude of flaws—and
I’ve had to quell the urge to tinker and remedy these poems before
sharing them with you in this manner—I see in this collection
the roots of my creative work. All my favorite themes are here
—love, loss, longing—and I appreciate how the title has become
even more apt. As tempting as it is to throw off our beginnings,
I’m finding I relish these early glimpses, and I am learning from
them as well.
I hope you will enjoy reading these poems as much as I enjoyed
writing them. Thank you for sharing this journey with me. I
invite your correspondence at irene@irenelatham.com. I would
love to hear from you!
—Gratefully, IL
2013
p.s. My third volume of poems THE SKY BETWEEN US is
now available! It’s an exploration into relationships (love! loss!
longing!) and speaks of what nature can teach us about being
human.
Please take advantage of a special offer for readers of this PDF:
20% discount with complimentary personalization and free shipping!
Click Here

“Many waters cannot quench love,
neither floods drown it.” —Song of Solomon 8:7
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unfolding

Mississippi Flyway
First things first, you said
then closed the blinds.
Light scissored through anyway,
cut across the bed,
painted tiger stripes on your skin.
Disoriented, blind
to all but instinct, I was
a bird pushing forward
along an unfamiliar flyway,
unprepared for the towering
garden of illuminated glass and granite
rising unbidden as a memory.
In Chicago the Sears Tower
voluntarily turns down its lights
during migration season
to cut down on the deaths.
But there in that room
your eyes blazed.
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Virgin
How eagerly
she enters
the cocoon
not yet knowing
sheets are
a meager shell
not yet knowing
the end
of the feast
has come,
that now
she’ll begin folding
and unfolding
and when it’s over
she’ll emerge
with wings
so wet and fragile
a mere whisper
could crush
or save.
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Why Moths Have No Mouths
What a shock it must be
to emerge from the cocoon,
mind still full of fat caterpillar dreams,
look down past pale green wings
tail-tipped and fuzzy,
great owl eyes searching
and searching
but finding no mouth.
The hunger pangs must start
right then, in that moment of awareness,
before the wings are even fully functional
before the luna remembers where she is
or what she’s here for.
How simple it must be then
when she catches a delicious scent
calling from across the field
to transfer one hunger to another,
to put all her energy into speaking
this new language of lust,
to send and receive messages
in which no wrong
words are possible,
no misunderstandings,
just two creatures starving
and finding solace in the dark.
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On Monday I Flew to Selma
with my brother’s friend Bob
in his little green 210 Cessna
and my hair was up in a ponytail
and I had on this cute pink top
and on the way back
he let me take the wheel
and it’s very sensitive, that wheel,
even the slightest movement
makes the plane move
and I wasn’t nervous, no,
not with Bob there,
but it wasn’t much fun, either –
too much responsibility,
but oh boy how the world looks
different from up there,
the cars all tiny
and Bob all big right there beside me
our shoulders touching
Whaddoyathink, Kid? he shouted
over the noise of the motor
and three days later
my head is still spinning a little,
I’m so happy we’re friends,
me and Bob,
like he could be my father,
but he’s not,
and he could be my lover,
but he’s not,
He’s Bob, and the slightest
little move he made in that plane,
I felt it.
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Study
You said
office
sounded too cold –
call it a study.
Inside, leather chair
massive oak desk,
both inherited
from your father
books on every wall,
one window
unclothed, offering
a view of a solitary maple.
You watched
me watching
the window, eased over
to block my view.
You would have
kissed
me then, if not for
the ringing phone.
Instead, I watched
you scurry,
pointer finger dashing air,
mouth moving just a moment.
Alone, I kept
hands in pockets
tried not to listen to your words
concentrated on leaves and sunlight.
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From the desk
stacks of paper begged
attention, so I sidled over
noticed dust climbing
on everything
except
the photo of your wife
smiling smugly from the corner.
On the other corner
the world waited
so I gave it a gentle twirl
traced continents and oceans
wondered where
I might end up.
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At the Aquarium
On the second floor
there’s a medium-sized tank
with a red-headed turtle gliding
back and forth along the bottom
and a pack of piranha floating near the top.
They are almost completely still except
for the occasional flick of a fin,
determined to remain undetected.
They don’t know we can see them through the glass.
They don’t know they’re not in the Amazon River
or that their food arrive only on a schedule.
They wait for prey just like I wait for you,
they crave skin the same way I crave yours,
they keep their silent watch
day after day
ever hungry for fingers.
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Gertrude
origin: German, meaning: adored warrior

An unbeliever,
she makes love
with the lights on,
her room a bunker
with no windows.
She undresses
her wounds first,
tells tales of civil
wars fought
but never won,
her skin tastes
like gunpowder
and smells like smoke.
She says
not to worry,
she eventually releases
all prisoners.
She pulls your
mouth to hers
captures your hair
in her fingers,
then pushes you
past enemy lines.
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Stretch marks
are trenches
in the fierce light,
she sees them, dares you
to call her beautiful.
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Earthquake
Not like the ones
along the San Andreas Fault
that send residents
crowding interior doorways
nor like the ones that rip
and rumble as they carve
giant jack-o-lantern grins
in Earth’s flesh
just a gentle tremble
on an April morning in Alabama
a few minutes before dawn
enough to start
the back porch chimes singing
and to push a novel
from nightstand to floor
as if Earth was feeling shy
but wanted to be touched,
nervous but wanted to be noticed
as if she’d woken from a dream
and was reaching across the bed
to make it come true.
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Wanda the Wonder Cow Gives Sixteen Gallons
of Milk on Some Days
They’ll start the tour by telling you
this land of milk and ice cream
is a haven for girls. Bull calves?
Who needs ‘em? It’s the heifers
they love, so if you are born
that fortunate gender, you will be
coddled and bottle-fed, brought inside
the kitchen on frosty nights.
And it’s true, they love you
for your easy-going nature,
they put you in a pasture
where you’ve got wide open spaces
and endless blue sky
and can eat grass all day long.
You are encouraged to grow fat
and lazy. The only thing
they ask is that you stand politely
while they hook you to a machine
that will tug and swallow, send
your bodily fluids rushing down
small pipes, then larger pipes,
then into the belly
of the pasteurization machine
that you will never see, because by then,
you will be back out in the pasture
grazing sweet grass, chewing your cud,
strolling with a friend to the water tub.
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You are happy to give. You are
not burdened with calf-rearing
or barn-cleaning. Could there be a better life?
Only, eventually you’ll begin to feel
something is missing. You’ll get bored
and start gazing across the fence.
Is this really all there is?
Couldn’t they at least bring a bull
over to play instead of just inserting
an artificial insemination needle?
And the calves – after a hard labor,
would it be so bad to be nuzzled and nursed?
You’ll try to get their attention
by withholding milk,
but they won’t understand.
They’ll just give you a slap
on the rump, tell you not to worry,
send you back out to that damn pasture
with its 500 thousand volts
keeping you in.
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Monsoon
Ants march across the empty
clothesline with eggs in their mouths –
they know what’s coming.
Children take no notice
till the sky is grey as a turtle’s back
and their mothers call from the doorways
and still they wait for the first raindrop
and later look from the window,
tracing rivulets, toes begging
for the taste of mud.
We weren’t expecting this,
so the windows were left open,
the shutters thrown wide.
We stand in the center of the room,
vow never to forget
the fury of these days, the smell
of glistening skin, the simple
wants of rain.
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Boy with Cello
Rescued from a pawn shop
where it stood for years
with its neck broken, body nicked
and stripped of strings
it arrives in a box
restrung, refurbished
and the boy cradles it in his arms
the way one holds a sleeping child,
fingers caressing ever so slightly,
breath the only sound.
Then the boy takes the bow,
pulls it across the strings,
and the cello begins to tell its story,
each deliberate stroke a query
the cello answers in its clear, resolute voice.
When does love begin? The first note,
or the second, in the lonely corner,
the unopened box, the Beethoven the boy
absorbed while still in the womb?
Perhaps in the merging of one’s halfformed dream and the other’s awakening,
when one speaks without speaking
and the other begins to sing.
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The Trout
When you’re gone
I put on Schubert’s ‘Trout’ Quintet,
imagine your fingers in graceful arches
dancing across my skin.
And when in the second Movement
the piano slows, barely
hovering above the double bass’
abyss of sorrow, I sink into
your absence,
wait for what I know comes next –
the Scherzo – the breathless anticipation
just before we meet again,
the sound of the trout rushing upstream,
one glorious leap after another,
silver scales shimmering,
notes fat with desire.
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How to Watch the Leonids

“as much as 75 percent of the storm won’t be visible”		
			
—Robert Roy Britt, Space.com

The goal is to blot out the moon.
You won’t get another chance
for three decades. So abandon all light.
Watch the sky from a sort of tunnel.
Remember the deeper you go the better.
Give your eyes time to adjust.
If the moon follows,
hide. Keep watching.
Whatever you do, don’t fall asleep.
Use hot coffee, blankets, lame
jokes. Don’t look down.
It might take a while. Be patient.
Let the first one surprise you,
even as you expect it. Think
of his fingers brushing your arm. Electric,
but faint. Not in the center,
but along the edges. Out of
the corner of your eye.
You won’t know for sure if the smoke
trail you see is real or imagined.
Don’t even try to figure it out.
Concentrate on the fingers.
The meteors will get bigger,
closer. Be ready. Let the kisses
fall on your eyelids, neck, shoulders, toes.
Feel all your cells straining
toward possible fireballs. Reach
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for his mouth. Let his fingers
find your breasts. Immerse yourself.
If the moon crashes, refuse to notice;
you’re here for the meteors.
Resist the temptation to close
your eyes. You’ll only regret it if you do.
The core of the burst will be over
before you realize it’s hit.
By dawn the radiant
point will be just overhead.
Then the meteors will slip into another sky,
the tides will slide back. Thirty
years means nothing unless you’re human.
Settle into his chest. Wait
for him to drift. Curse the full moon,
the clouds, what might have been.
Count his eyelashes,
memorize the curve of his lips.
Be grateful for all you’ve seen.
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Things That Can Only Be Whispered
Like names of past lovers
when the lights are out,
when your arms and legs
are wound together in loose knots
and he says tell me.
Like memories of the dead,
especially the ones
that crash into your consciousness
like waves upon a rocky shore,
until even the air you breathe
tastes like salt.
Like accidental confessions
crawling past careless lips
or even intentional ones
coming in a dry rush
that want only to drift
like snow, to find the ground
and erase every detail
yet can’t and don’t.
Like the words
for all the ways
you’d like to love his body,
new words that haven’t
been thought of yet,
syllables you find behind his ear
and in the folds of his kiss
just before he turns to go.
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there must be lightning

First Day of Winter
“All secrets are witnessed.”
		
—Barbara Kingsolver

Somewhere glaciers that haven’t
moved for hundreds of years
shift ever so slightly, give
birth to currents only lantern fish see.
Somewhere the last leaf drops
unnoticed from the limb of a dogwood,
lands square on the back of a beetle
who stills at the sudden shade.
At the same time a tropical storm
rises anonymously in the Gulf of Mexico,
geese fly through sheets of ice pellets
that never make it to the ground,
rain floods island lowlands,
mud crawls down a mountainside
swallowing a house whole,
the only witness a lost llama,
teats swollen and weeping milk.
Here the rusty chimes wake me
from dreams of sailing
together across glassy water,
I warm my hands on a coffee mug,
watch thunderclouds roll
across the sky in a pattern I’ve never seen
while your unborn daughter
sends tidal waves up her mother’s spine,
still deciding if conditions are right for travel,
and when you call to tell me,
your voice crackles on the line—
I know there must be lightning
but the clouds are so thick I can’t see it.
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What I Thought As I Watched Hurricane Ivan
Take Down the Silver Maple in Our Back Yard
about the black walnut tree my brother
rode through a thunderstorm,
Mama hollering if that lightning don’t
kill you your daddy will
the row of redbuds along the path we once walked,
always the first to purple each spring
eager arms linked in revolution
the sprawling live oak we named
Nephertiri after the Egyptian queen
its branches a womb my sister
and I would escape into,
innocence still supple and green
the tall poplar yellow and exploding
wind stealing its leaves
blustery kisses a shot of whiskey down my spine
the orange grove thick
with sweet rot and creatures feasting
fruit white in the bright light
Grandma calling me home
ancient Moroccan tree alone on a hillside
three or was it five? white goats perched in its branches
eyes stark as the darkening sky
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November
Even the sky
is naked
now, brisk air
having finally
chased off
the clouds.
Trees sway
in the backyard,
wind pushes
my collar up
as yellow-brown
tornadoes
tear across
the lawn
in a dance
that can only
be done
when all else
has been stripped
away—
like just before
our lips touch,
or just after.
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New Year's Eve 1988
11:58 on the clock-face
so you pulled over
to the side of Bradford Road
cheeks glowing green
heat humming
eyes never leaving the dial
fingers poised just so
determined to press the tape in
precisely at midnight.
I wanted you to kiss me.
Instead there was
only U2 thickening
the air between us
you closing your eyes
me shifting
and outside the peely bark
on the birches
bristling against the cold.
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Haunted
We didn’t carve pumpkins
that year – we were too young
or too old, stuck somewhere
in the gutter-line of growing up.
Instead we all piled in a pick-up,
headed north on Highway 11,
bumped and jerked our way
across potholes and through 4-ways
until we spotted signs
for Springville Haunted House.
It turned out to be nothing
more than a trail stalking its way
between whistling pines and shivering oaks,
path marked by signs slashed
with red paint and kids in masks
popping from behind bushes.
At the end, someone’s father
chased us with a chainsaw,
and by that time most of us
were coupled-up, arms over shoulders,
screams shrill but edged
with laughter.
You hung back alone,
hands tucked in tattered denim,
bare arms screaming against the cold.
In the parking lot I grabbed
your hand – to warm you, I said.
You didn’t even blink, just ran
with me back to the truck,
perfect fit of our fingers a sign
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we might have noticed
if not for the ghost
gripping my other hand.
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Nocturne
—after Van Gogh’s The Starry Night

That it should be
the cypress
and not the steeple
that reaches the heavens
that night should
roil electric
over the sleeping town
stars pulsing
in staccato rhythm,
billowing
across the sky
as if the breath of gods
and this is where
we find ourselves:
hidden
in blue shadows
tracing constellations
on milky skin.
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To the Boy I Kissed in Four States
but Didn’t Marry
I remember you.
I remember Georgia
and Kentucky
and Tennessee.
Once, we loved each other
in Alabama
and I remember
it rained
and your arms
were stretched
above your head,
your whole body spread
out for me
like a sugar-shore.
This is the only
way back
to how many times
we’ve kissed
and where,
how every time
it was like
floating
and sinking,
the two of us
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like spun glass
hung
from a string
and dancing.
I don’t remember now
all the reasons
you went your way
and I went mine.
But there are highways
I know
like I still know
every curve
of your lips
and mouth
and tongue,
and some days
I just get in my car
and drive.
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Dislocated
—for my brother, Forrest MicaJon Dykes

You didn’t tell me
we would have to climb
in before we could climb up.
I watched you scramble down,
a lizard on mossy rock,
and I forgot my inexperience,
how slick it was,
how late. Waterfalls
trickled down temporary paths,
our shoes squished through mud
and dying leaves on the way to the climbing site.
I joked, this must be why your wife left you.
You laughed easily,
time having worn down the sharp edges,
your hands busy finding holds
and fingering rope,
booming voice urging
hold on, reach, let go.
I’m not sure now
what made me fall.
But there I was, sprawled
across a flat rock,
mosquitoes moving in slow motion,
my arm suddenly taking a different shape.
Dislocated you said, and I held
it out for you, said fix it
and turned away as you did
in one quick motion,
no hesitation, dislocation
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a feeling you know
one never gets all the way used to,
the pop of bones settling back into place
reassuring but effortless
compared to the uncertain trail ahead,
the climb out of the canyon, the way
bad things happen
but the only thing to do
is keep going.
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Paralyzed
She spends her days looking out the window,
her body a cloud her mind waves away.
The sun shines on, oblivious,
paints the grass in waves, the trees
in pale watercolor strips that fade
from brown to green. Gone
are the ridges and knots, the broken
branches, the individual veins.
She strains to remember the last time
she climbed a tree, tries to recall
the bite of bark on her palms,
the nip and tuck on thighs. She wants
to swim in memory, but her mind
sits like a pond in the distance,
without shimmer or reflection, a flat
unspent quarter of silver light.
At night she dreams of falling. Not
about the point of impact or the moment
after. Just what came before: the rope
turning venomous, striking flesh from each finger.
The wind forcing her eyelids closed,
steely rock-face peeling them back,
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leaving a hole through which the rest of her body
did not have enough time to escape.
She dreams of snowy ibises settling to the ground,
their gentle descent marked by eerie grace.
She dreams of lovers she has yet to know,
of bottomless kisses she can’t run from,
of arms reaching to catch her.
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Sunday Drive
We’re heading south on 119
while the Spirit rover is inching
its way across Mars.
I think I’m pregnant.
Spirit parks in front of a football-sized rock.
I tell no one what I think
is happening inside my body.
Spirit pauses
then sends signals back to Earth.
You’re driving too fast.
In a day or two Spirit
is supposed to reach out its arm
and examine the rock, determine minerals and elements.
If it’s true, I’ll want to keep the baby.
Spirit should then drill into the rock
to reveal its interior.
If it’s true, I’ll have to tell you.
The President says he wants to send a man to Mars.
I say, Mars is not the moon.
You will say
our lives are going backwards.
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Spirit is waiting for its twin, Opportunity.
I am waiting
for pictures that show me
more than red silt and desolate rock.
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Feeding the Geese
After three years they welcome
us with hiss and honk,
their necks curving like question marks,
and we wonder if they know
we are the ones
who have created their hunger
with our plastic sacks
and outstretched arms,
our voices gentle and admiring
as we exclaim over the journey
the geese make each year from Canada
to share a quarter-acre pond
with a fleet of Japanese koi
that forever swarm the surface,
their scaled bodies thick
and lethargic in the murky water
while the one an artist tattooed on your ankle
swims in ink the color of Florida,
its disposition sweeter
and no less persevering
please, I say
promise me
we’ll still visit this pond
even when the Gatsby-glow darkens
and your tattoo fades to grey,
our American dream not new
not even American
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not painted on
but pressed in with needles
inside a smoky room,
neon light in the window flashing open
and the geese –
we’ll watch them waddle away
when the bag is empty,
koi left to swim
the same hopeful circle.
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Bound
You spend your days at a desk
but at night you take me with you
and we roam the skies. You say
it’s here that you feel most human,
thin layer of glass the only thing
keeping us from tasting the clouds.
We follow the lights stringing
from Huntsville to Chattanooga,
see them become the tangle
called Atlanta, and yes, you are
just a man, yet here you remain unbound,
here you forget that you are held
by the same earth-rhythms as the oceans,
the same pulling moon.
Bills evaporate, appointments fade,
the dark sky swallows all fear.
You flip levers, hold steady
then reach over and squeeze my hand.
I squeeze back, but keep
my eyes on the window, bound
as I am by your reflection in the glass,
face lit by a thousand twinkling lights.
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Eleven Years Later
You are the sand
and I am the surf,
each of our children
a moon
pulling us together
and apart
and together again.
We hold hands
at the edge
of something greater
than all we’ve seen,
where the light catches
and turns the white tips pink
then swells deep red
just before sinking.
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all that was mysterious

The Quilts of Gee's Bend
—after viewing the exhibit at the Whitney Museum

They hung like Jesus on bare walls,
far from the curve in the Alabama River
where they were born. Crowds gathered
and gawked as the quilts looked on,
silently accepting their fate
while the lives of their makers
were examined stitch by stitch.
There is no death for some things,
no story so simple that it can be told
without color or form. See
the edges where wildflowers grow?
The sides lined with bands of corduroy
marching against the grain?
The bars of crimson rising like Hallelujah!
in a church on Sunday morning?
The spirit emerges with or without
resurrection and lives in the denim
strips salvaged from worn work pants.
If you listen, you can hear them whispering
their prayers for the children
they have held and helped conceive,
the sick they have nursed
and the dead they could not save,
for nights spent chasing dreams,
days spent snapping in a breeze.
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The Way You Say Goodbye
“It’s June. I am tired of being brave.”
				—Anne Sexton

We begin and end
our visits without words,
the way summer begins
with a cool breeze
and ends with a cool breeze,
the angle of the sun’s rays
the only way to tell the difference.
Only this time it was early
morning and there was fog
and you were looking into it
at everything but me.
Did you notice the lichens
feasting on boulders,
the rhododendrons thick with buds?
Did you see the way
the path to Lake Edith
seemed to twist and disappear,
a clenched fist ready
to rise or fall, depending
on what happens next?
Be brave, you said,
your eyes lost in the fog.
As if I can do what you cannot.
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Two Women Walking Along the Shore
of Lake Michigan
“There’s something sweet about digression.”
—Frank McCourt

It starts out as a story about a boy
who lost
a tooth on the beach
and later drowned looking for it
then becomes an exchange
about treasures and bones,
what the lake swallows and spits back out,
what the lake keeps.
They’ve lost things, these women,
things they remember when they
finger stones
grey and smooth as kittens,
when they pocket pieces of driftwood bloated
with experiences they like to imagine.
This is where they find things.
When the story is no longer a story about a boy.
When the wind carries words about these women
who leave their husbands every year
to dip their toes in water too cold to swim in.
They see things here they can’t see at home —
whole fish skeletons still intact,
ribs and tails sun-bleached and empty,
all that was mysterious now exposed.
There’s pain in such starkness,
they decide, but they don’t look away.
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The lake speaks to them in whispers
and the long beach stretches
like an arm across a belly.
Somewhere it must end. Somewhere
there must be a tooth inside a fat fish.
Somewhere there are men who love
these women,
but this is not their story.
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Mrs. Noah
Once the doors were nailed shut
and the rain was pounding the roof
how she must have wept for the children
she watched the water swallow.
How she must have held her own to her breast,
their stink and the animals’ stink
reassuring and warm. How she must
have blamed Noah for her plight,
hating him for believing in a god
that would make her Mother of All
and he their keeper. When the dove
came with its tiny branch how Mrs. Noah
must have ached to snatch it from its mouth,
to take something
for all that had been taken from her.
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If it has a heart
it is not in the kitchen
where you chop
garlic
and I stir the sauce
it is not on the couch
in front of the fireplace
where the cats curl
and stretch
or even in our bed
where we have loved
three children into
existence —
It is found in the oak
planks of the hallway
that connects our room
to theirs,
its pulse is the groan
and creak
left from nights
spent pacing,
small hot bodies
moved from my arms
to yours
then back again
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and in the mornings
you can hear it
racing in sock feet,
fast-flight toward day
then later at dusk
in the steady fall of your shoes
just before you drop
your keys into the bowl.
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Life Lesson
When you came to me
you measured every step.
I thought I should be like you,
so I watched from the window
but kept my hands behind me,
learned well how to hold back.
But nothing could stop my heart
from skittering toward you
reckless as a baby loggerhead
rushing to the sea.
When you left
the clock still chimed each hour,
but the dirt began to crawl
from under the carpets.
At night I’d lift the sashes
watch the particles dance in moonlight,
marvel at all I’d never seen.
After a while I bought houseplants.
Sometimes your face
still floods my dreams.
It’s thin and clean-shaven.
I hold your face in my fingers,
beg you to love me,
wake to the sound of breaking waves.
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How to Untie a Knot
My father taught me to pull
the laces tight, put them in double
knots, triple sometimes, just to be sure.
He was never there when I had to get the shoes off.
Fingernails, my mother advised.
Patience.
Persistence was what I was good at.
That, and sliding my feet
into and out of shoes without ever untying them.
The knots, I trusted, were good
and there to stay.
Until my parents divorced
and I watched them pick at the knot –
pick and pull and rubeven in sleep they could not resist the urge.
But after twenty-two years, the knot
would not loosen.
The fibers, rubbed raw
now sank into each other,
the way colors bleed
and become just another color.
It was my mother who finally
pulled out the scissors, mouth open in a vulgar smile.
The knot, still intact,
she tossed into a trash can.
The shoe, she gave away.
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Snapshot
Two women are sitting on a bench,
their faces glowing in the rich light
cast by the sun setting on the Muskegon River.
They ask a man passing by to take a picture.
He weaves toward them, his boots heavy,
hears their accents, slurs, I know, you’re from Tennessee.
They are not from Tennessee.
But the two women just nod and smile, hope he doesn’t
fall into the river with the camera.
He doesn’t. But he can’t seem to press the right buttons.
The camera flashes only when he hands it back over –
a picture, they imagine, of the wooden walkway or
the rear end of a yacht from Miami named Indulgence.
They decide to ask the next person that comes along.
It’s an elderly couple, walking so slowly the two women
are afraid
the light will be gone by the time they reach their bench.
The couple doesn’t speak any English. But they understand
what the two women want is a picture.
The wife steps aside, and just as her husband
is about to snap the photo, the two women at
the very same time
notice the man is missing fingers. They’ve asked a man
who speaks no English and has no fingers on his right hand
to take a picture.
They smile while he uses his nose. And wait
until the couple has walked further along the dock to laugh.
It’s the least they can do.
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Then the two women turn again, see the couple
still ambling along,
how she takes his hand, the one with no fingers.
The sky is darkening now, the river like black glass.
One of the women says, I want a real marriage.
The other says, I want a lover with a yacht.
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Suburbia
The year it rained every day in November
she opened her front door wigless and browless
to anyone – neighbors, carpet cleaners,
little boys from down the street.
Her scalp didn’t shine the way you might expect,
instead begged touch like a baby rabbit,
fine whispers of hair falling across her temples
and just behind her ears.
She said I’m sorry about not wearing the wig
but I could tell she wasn’t sorry,
and why should she be? This woman,
this survivor, whom I’d welcomed
into the neighborhood with a note
and a box of brownies left on her front steps
and lived next to in perfect oblivious harmony –
watching her car come and go,
waving from the mailbox—
not knowing this was the third time
she’d fought this battle, in rooms
I might see into if the blinds were open
not knowing my good fortune
until that moment
when she opened the door
eyes blazing
you healthy bitch with all that hair.
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Affair
Sometimes I wish I smoked
she said that afternoon
they shared a bench outside
the terminal with a man in a blue blazer,
cigarette clasped between his lips,
hands cupped, fighting wind
with a lighter that wouldn’t light
so intent on what he was doing
that he didn’t seem to see them
or to hear the airplanes
roar and lift, didn’t seem to
notice how the lovers watched
without speaking
until he got the cigarette lit
and then she said those words
and still the man in the blue blazer
did not notice, but her beloved did
and they both recognized the softening
of the man’s face, then the ecstasy painted there
the moment he finally got what he wanted,
and maybe it’s an addiction,
maybe they shouldn’t be together
on a bench at an airport after an hour
hidden in a hotel room,
maybe it’s turning something
inside them black
and all three on the bench know it
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but what’s to be done about it
on an afternoon like that
when they were dying to say things
that couldn’t be said, when a plane waited
and another goodbye waited
and yes, they were dying
and the man in the blue blazer was dying
and all the woman wanted in that moment
was for it to be simple again,
like a cigarette.
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Emergency Room
In real life there’s no dramatic music,
no unlikely romance unfolding in a glance
or in the handing over of a scalpel.
No one’s running from room to room,
there’s nothing to do here
but wait.
So we’re excited when a nurse
named Billy comes in, wraps my son
in a restraint, calls it a spacesuit.
The doctor is right behind him,
needle and thread in gloved hands,
ready to stitch the hole
a bicycle left in my son’s face.
The doctor warns:
He’ll have a scar.
I notice the nurse named Billy
has a scar, just above his right eyebrow.
I watch Billy as he strokes my son’s head,
all the while talking comets and rockets.
Billy would be very popular on television.
Back in real life
my son is crying because the needle is sharp
and this is not how he imagined space travel to be.
I reach under the blue sterile towels
stroke his head, whisper It’ll be okay
and then our fingers touch – mine
and Billy’s – there in the hidden tangle
of my son’s hair….
My son is going to the moon
while I am diving into the hazel haze
of Billy’s eyes, in one electric moment
discovering the way his smile curves
in the perfect arc of a shooting star
until
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my husband calls from the foot of the bed
where he’s been standing, his hands
holding our son’s feet, his face raw with love.
As the last stitch goes in
Billy fades from the room like a wish
you know can’t come true
and I whisper to my son who’s only four
It’ll be okay.
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Seamstress
Her first machine was a Singer
she had to stand to work,
her five-year-old legs not long
enough to reach the pedal. Later
a Singer Slant-o-matic, ballpoint
needle all the rage, her grandmother
watching from the corner,
as you sew, so shall you rip.
Fingers hummed during dark hours
after milking cows and homework,
machine coughed out 4-H blue ribbons
while little girl’s legs grew long and lean.
Not many years later she married
my father in a gown she’d sewn herself,
prettiest part of the day she tells me
now, six years into her third marriage
as we work together sewing beads
on another gown for someone
else’s wedding. May they
be happy, my mother says,
her still-nimble fingers turning
a needle with dazzling speed
and precision, her words nothing
like the fragile lace we’re working,
white satin with a red edge
of her own creation. I know
this is not how she expected
her life to be. She checks over
my handiwork, notices a flaw
in the seam, and next thing
I know, she’s handing me the ripper.
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Letter from Malta
—with thanks to Raymond Carver

This is the letter
I was going to write earlier but didn’t
because I was watching an airplane
fly in from the West, dustcloud maroon in the pink sky,
imagining it was you come to fetch me,
how I would find you on the tarmac,
you’d be wearing a white shirt with buttons
waiting and knowing exactly what to say
but not needing to say it.
We’d kiss then, if it was really you.
We’d tremble and kiss
and exclaim our good fortune.
We’d forget this letter
and the one before
and all the ones you meant
to write but never did.
This island would grow in that moment,
the earth would rise up at the point
of our lips touching,
we would overthrow the ocean.
Snow would drift from another continent
and cover our shoulders.
But it wasn’t you flying in
and here in Malta they have no word for snow;
it is simply the thing that never comes,
the thing impossible even to imagine.
Loving you has never been as simple as that.
I know your face. I know the taste of your skin,
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I know the words you would have written
had your pen found paper.
If you dropped from the sky
I would know just what to call you.
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just like wings

Like Don Quixote
You must expect some disasters.
At some point
there will be a fire.
It will eat the kitchen cabinets
stretch its long tongue to the ceiling
spit black gas into the air.
At first you will stand in wonder
you will see faces in the flames
bright eyes burning. Then you will
remember the children
their cheeks flushed with fear
their voices squeals now, highpitched and feverish.
You will be glad
it is only a fire. You will
be glad when no one gets hurt.
And once the painters come
to white-wash the ceiling
you will forget it ever happened.
But next time you sit down to write
sparks will fly
from your fingers.
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Anniversary
The morning after
there is a peach
on the nightstand
your forehead gleams
in the tender light
and I see a whorl
in your hairline,
the place your mother
must have kissed
when you were new
and I want to
kiss it too
that dark tornado
I want to kiss it
and remember you
this way—
ripe and still,
as if we are just
beginning.
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Oak Mountain State Park
I am from that place where words die,
that place just off Peavine Falls trail
where wild fern and moss grow away
from the rocks instead of toward,
under which a quail makes her nest.
I am from that place where words die,
where eggs are coddled and kept warm,
spoken to in soft clucks and grunts.
All is wonder here, and quiet,
pine thicket thick with pink dogwood,
I am from that place where words die
and lovers discover their skin,
kiss the way caterpillars crawl,
inching along, feasting, pausing…
Eggs hatch, red fox waits in shadows;
I am from that place where words die.
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Rhett Remembers
When I think of her
I think of stairs:
The breathless staircase
at Twelve Oaks she climbed
in a huff, apple-green gown
the sweet to her sharp. Ashley
stood between us, the one
blockade I could not run.
Then later in our own home
when she fell and Bonnie fell
and I fell
into the universe’s black
mouth that kept one
but spit the rest of us out.
She had the same look
that last day
as she had the morning
she paraded into jail
draped in drapes. I’ve seen
Tara under her nails,
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I’ve felt the callouses. I know
she’ll come after me
no matter what
I said at the foot of the stairs.
Why fight a war
that’s long since been lost?
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All-American Boys
have names like Bob or Billy,
they bow their heads before dinner
and can tie ten different kinds of knots.
They’re blonde, they play football,
they say yes, ma’am and thank you very much.
They have a dog and a sister,
they order pizza and take-out Chinese.
They’re the first boy I ever kissed
and all the ones I still love. They’re
Michael J. Fox traveling through time,
they’re Jack running off with Diane.
They play golf, they buy DVDs,
the Weather Channel is always on.
They’re in debt, Letterman makes them laugh,
they drive foreign-made SUV’s.
All –American boys are businessmen in suits,
they subscribe to the New York Times,
they’re going back to get their MFA.
They sell pharmaceuticals, they’re lawyers,
they’re construction workers pretending to be
millionaires.
They collect coins and play poker,
they hide the Sports Illustrated swimsuit edition
under their beds. They go camping,
they send e-mail, they put up fireworks
on the 4th of July. They have the same
friends they had in high school
and they’re drinking the same brand of beer.
Things didn’t work out with Diane,
so they’re married to her best friend—
a girl they really love— but it’s
Diane who gets them hard in the mornings.
All-American boys go to the gym, they’re losing
their hair, they head home for the holidays.
They worry about the environment, cholesterol,
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they want more sex.
They change diapers and grill burgers,
buy life insurance and mow the lawn.
They send out Christmas letters every year.
They’re working extra hours, they’re going
on a cruise, they’re taking power naps in the afternoons.
They’re Clark Kent before he puts on the suit,
Rhett Butler when he still gave a damn.
They’re Bill Clinton denying everything,
George Bailey feeling responsible
and abandoning all his dreams,
they’re jumping off the bridge
only there’s no Clarence and no bell ringing,
just a slab of good intentions paved over
with regret, a whole life unlived
and so many years left to think about it.
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I Want to Be Eighty-Five
			 —for Andy
I want to be eighty-five
tucked between two hills
in a house that smells of morning
where a blind poodle sleeps on the chair
next to the white chair
where you like to sit
I want to be eighty-five
with a jar of pencils worn to nub
but words like monkeys
swinging from vine to vine
then sliding down
down
into my mouth, my lips, the air
then finding a place in the white space
on a piece of pink paper
I want to be eighty-five
with a finch in a cage chirp chirping
while the one I love is out dancing
and Van Gogh sings of night from above the door,
and when you return
I say, when
you return
I’ll bring in the black cat for the sake of the birds,
pour you a cup of coffee –
black, with a dash of cream
and two spoons of sugar.
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She Always Liked H Words
like home and haven, words
that open themselves up
like petals in spring
and honeysuckle and hushpuppies
for they way they hang
on the lips and tongue
but that was before
hemorrhage
and hysterectomy,
hospital, hospice,
and worst of all
the hush
that would shroud the room
each time her husband
would take the chair next to her bed.
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Khyber Pass
There is only one way out.
Once the words leave the mouth
they bounce, become daggers
long before they soften and fade.
Steep rock-faces glare,
unmoved.
People disappear in this divide,
whole lives are lost.
Only words remain:
he said, she said,
forgive and forget,
kill or be killed.
They call it a gateway
but there is no gate;
they call it love
but the heart does not contain it.
Caravans have been making
this journey for thousands of years.
You are not the first.
But walk the road as if you are the first.
Nothing else matters
but this moment
this second
the instant you say the words.
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Listen to your heart,
its deliberate rat-tat-tat.
Hold your horse steady,
your weapon ready.
Forgive me—
this is war.
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Suicide Ghazal
At Bonaventure Cemetery were warnings disguised as birds:
a swarm of Brewer’s black chittering, those birds.
I might have listened had they sounded like trumpets.
Instead I crept past you, forgot about the birds.
Father says the cardinal’s flash is like the apple in Eve’s hand.
I want to know: Is it a sin to want to be a bird?
If I could go back, I would at least crack the window.
I would blink my eyes and toss out seeds for the birds.
Listen: here is a hermit thrush, shyly calling you home.
It sings not of death but of the life of birds.
Come, spring doesn’t start till you see a robin bouncing across a
lawn.
When a wedge of Canada geese fly over, I’ll say look at the birds.
And if it is a sin, let us never forget the Bird Girl
who once stood in this garden, arms extended to all birds.
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I Remember the City
Not for fried eggs
and andouille sausage at Mother’s
not for the palmist at Jackson Square
who declared our life lines identical
not for our sore feet or the humidity
or the slow stride of the Mississippi.
I remember the city for The Famous Door
at the corner of Bourbon and Conti:
You were wearing a green dress
and you were dancing
with a boy you’d just met,
smiling the way a girl smiles
before she believes in hurricanes
or experiences rising water,
before she knows how completely
everything changes once levees are breached,
how a decade of friendship is not the first
thing lost, but the one
that swells after the waters recede –
the door that sticks,
the mold that makes a garden of the ceiling
and the boy not quite a memory.
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A Poem Not Against Graveyards
It would’ve made a beautiful park
the way the red oaks reach so generously
and how the pond sits begging
for poles and crickets.
Instead markers erupt from the earth
like rows of false teeth
greedy roots buckle sidewalks
and underneath bodies lie
in boxes lined with silk snares.
Skin properly dressed and made-up
they never feel
the dirt fall on their shoulders
or hear the drip of tears
never smell the fresh-mowed grass
or see the somber parents scooping up
giggling children from behind headstones
and on Wednesdays just past noon
they miss the silver-haired man who comes
with a handful of letters
he reads in a crackling voice—
about the owl in the orchard
the Canadian breeze tickling the porch chimes
the blackberries he ate for breakfast,
so tart they made his eyes burn.
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Reincarnation
It will be in India
The year 2069
The streets will be
Dry and dusty and bustling
With peddlers and tourists
And I’ll know it’s you
By the way you pull
An orange from your basket
Lift it to your nose
Then place it in the hands
Of a boy with charred cheeks
And crusty eyes.
Maybe in a past life
You were the boy blind
And injured, but in this one
You’ll see me watching
From across the way,
A foreigner lost
On the banks of the Ganges River,
And you’ll walk over,
Call me by name.
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Swans
For six winters
they came to this lake,
then only in my dreams.
I cannot think death
only when will you return?
The sky yields nothing
on this clear morning,
the water blooms purple
and curls like a fist
while at the dock
broken branches bob,
their clawed ends
scratching against gnarled planks
and if this was a dream
it would be the lake speaking
to the swans in a voice
tight with unshed tears
and the swans would glide in
the way they do,
becoming one with the water.
Still, the swans
do not come,
but the wind strokes the water
in a way that sounds just like wings
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and on the distant shore
smoke rises from a chimney
where there’s a fire burning
that keeps the whole house warm,
where a man reaches
for his wife
and throws off the quilt,
the empty lake
not even a thought
on this brisk morning
the way the curtains are drawn
against the window.
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Aubade
That last morning
our skin glowed
the pink glow
of the newly-hatched
and we cried
the raw cry lovers
make when love is easy
but nothing else is.
Years pass
and still we question
the questions
while the answers
bend the way
time bends
in accordion song –
the memory of one
morning stretching
wide as a Montana
morning sky
then the memory of years
apart compressed
into the single compression
of light cast by a prairie star.
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This is the song
we sing to each other.
This is the song that sings
us awake in the mornings,
all silver tongues
and pink light.
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